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Abstract

Methodology

Figures 4-6. Example Data for Human Androgen Receptor

Figure 1. ScrubChem Design

The PubChem Bioassay database is a non-curated public repository with
Scrub
Chem bioactivity data from many sources, including: ChEMBL, BindingDb, DrugBank,
Tox21, NIH Molecular Libraries Screening Program, and various academic,
government, and industrial contributors. However, this data is difficult to use in
data-driven research, mainly due to lack of interoperability and standardization
among its 1.2 million assay records. Methods for extracting this public data
into high-quality, computable datasets, useable for predictive and analytical
research, presents several big-data challenges for which ScrubChem is being
ChEMBL Toxcast Tox21
BindingDB MLSP etc.
developed as a manageable solution.
Our approach was to use logic-based text and language processing rules in order to digitally curate and
correct the many issues related to the flexible deposition structure of PubChem (e.g., variable placement of
biological target information, variable endpoint terminologies, result readouts not distinguished from non-result
readouts, improper use of the null vs zero concept, incorrect spellings). Currently, ScrubChem contains
approximately 694 million bioactivity values and related meta-data within PubChem and maps this data to
9 thousand biological targets and 2.3 million chemical structures. This work presents case issues
identified and resolved through ScrubChem and provides an example dataset for the human androgen
receptor with over 85 thousand reference bioactivities to further illustrate the results of the cleaning
process. Data and updates are available at ScrubChem.org
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Figure 4. Data for hAR
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Fig 4. Selecting for human androgen receptor (GENE ID: 367)
returns 85,580 results, representing 10,934 unique chemical
structures. As a comparison, ChEMBL data only contains 7,030
results and 3,142 Compounds and no modalities for deriving hit calls.
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Figure 5. Making Hit Calls
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Fig 5. Hit calls are created by grouping bioactivities on target- chemical – modality – outcome.
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Figure 2. Summary of Data & Online Access: ScrubChem.org
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Rational:
• PubChem Bioassay has 1.2M bioassay submissions (231M outcomes, 2.3M chemicals & 10K protein targets).
• Bioactivity datasets built on PubChem data can be the most diverse and large for use in data-driven discovery & development.
Problems:
• Varying use of PubChem’s assay record format, for ease of data submission, coupled with a lack of required minimal biological
information has resulted in interoperability and standardization issues in using the data.
• Format of data does not allow for machine-readable retrieval of minimal information required to combine data (make hit calls).
• Data submission procedures have allowed for gaps or errors in some information.
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Solution:
• Parse PubChem and related data sources into a custom relational database (ScrubChem).
• Programmatically query and build logic to correct submission errors and add annotations about assay design.
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Specific Goals:
• Improve identification of target data, biological system, testing technology, time, modality (action mode), outcome justification,
dose concentration, control, average, and replicate information.
• Use new information to compare chemical activities between different assay records and develop hit call methods.
• Develop a case study of the human androgen receptor to illustrate the large size of datasets available from ScrubChem.

Figure 6. Hit Call Summary

Overview of Terminology:
1. Assay ID (AID) – An individual assay record.
2. Panel Member ID (MID) – A sub assay record within an AID for a separate target
3. Test ID (TID) – A depositor defined field to hold an assay readout or description (relates descriptive data between result
data).
4. Substance ID (SID) – A depositor assigned ID for each substance they test (only static for depositor).
5. Compound ID (CID) – A PubChem assigned ID for each unique chemical structure derived from an SID.
6. GenBank ID (GI) – Accession number for a protein sequence record (records may point to multiple IDs).
7. Outcome – 0 = Inactive, 1 = Active, 2 = Inconclusive, 3 = Unspecified
8. Active Concentration (AC) – Flag for a TID value (e.g., EC50) used as justification for the outcome across an entire assay.
9. Test Concentration (TC) – Flag for a TID value specifying a single dose concentration being tested.
10. Justification – Any measurement(s) used as evidence to justify the reported activity outcome of an experiment.
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Fig 6. Hit calls can be sorted by
modalities and confidence metrics,
such as the number of results
included in each hit call (n) and
Ratio of agreement.
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Fig 2.a. A target identifier does not always follow an expected format. One case is
shown, affecting 7% of assays, where protein identifiers are found in a comment
field instead of the target identifier field. Fig 2.b. Modalities (e.g., agonist) are not
structured in at least 56% of assays. Fig 2.c. Many assays test a single or a
max/min concentration for activity and results (>26% of all bioactivities) are
conclusive (used as ‘Justifications’) without calculating a dose response curve.
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e.g., There are 8,651 chemicals
tested for the agonist modality. A
selection grid of n > 9 yields 20
chemicals (1 active, 19 inactive).
This means that each hit call
derived from this selection have
at least 9 separate evidences (n).
The lowest AVG Ratio of
agreement for a bin in this
selection is 98.77% (n=9).

Summary
•
•

ScrubChem digitally curates 1.2M assays that can be used
to build datasets which would otherwise be unbuildable.
ScrubChem database has 694 million+ measurements.

•
•
•

Developed hit-call methods to build datasets.
Developed hit-call evaluation metrics.
Data & updates available online at ScrubChem.org

